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SUMMARY. The bias of the demographic rate TFR under cluster sampling scheme has 

been investigated in this paper. Attempt has been made to estimate the sampling bias and 

provide corrected estimators for the above rate. An estimator for MSE of the estimated TFR 

has been proposed so that it can be used to give confidence interval for the above estimator. 

Similar investigation has been made for other demorgraphic rates as well. 

0. Introduction 

In a previous paper (Bhattacharyya and Mullick, 1987) we have shown that the 

demographic rates TFR, GRR and NRR are approximately unbiased under simple 
random sampling scheme. We also gave expression for the MSE of these rates and 

proposed estimators for MSE for using them in giving confidence interval for the 

estimators. But in practice most of the demographic surveys do not use simple 
random sampling for various practical 

reasons. Instead from cost consideration 

a cluster samplrng scheme may be preferred for the survey. In this paper we show 

by considering TFR that the usual fertility rates are biased upto chird order of 

approximation under cluster sampling scheme. Since the sample estimates are 

biased, we propose estimators for these bias and give corrected or revised estimators. 

We also attempt to give estimators for the MSE of these corrected estimates which 

we need for giving confidence intervals for the revised estimates. 

The practical aspect of this paper is that in many surveys, as for example 

fertility survey of a district say, we collect data from villages. Now generally a 

sample of villages is chosen and further sampling is done within villages. But 

as far as the household listing is concerned it is done for the complete village and 

information on the incidence of a birth last year is also collected for the whole 

village. Thus if a SRSWOR of villages is taken we can use the formulae given in 

this paper for estimating bias of the fertility rate find corrected estimates and 

also give confidence interval for these corrected estimates. To save space we will 

confine ourselves only to TFR. For other rates, we refer to the technical report 

(Bhattacharyya, 1987). 

AMS (1980) subject classification: Primary, 62P25. 
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1. Notations and definitions 

Let there be a total of F females in the child bearing age group (wv w.2). These 

F females are divided into N clusters. The size of the i-th cluster is Ff. A simple 
random sample of n clusters is taken from these N clusters without replacement. 

Let Fix 
= number of females of age x in the i-th cluster. 

aFix 
= number of female in the age group (x, x-\-a) in the ?-th cluster. 

B{x 
? number of single births to the Fix females. 

aBix 
= number of single births to the aFix females. 

Let S denote the sum over the sample and __ denote the sum over the population. 

bx= S Bix 
i 

abx 
= S aBix 

i 

f* 
= SFtx 

i 

ajx 
~ S aFix 

i 

lx~ bxiJx 

Ix 
= __ Bix[L Fix = 

BJFX 
i i 

aIx 
? __ 

aBixl% aFix 
= 

aBJaFx 
i i 

Note that ix and aix are the usual estimators of Ix and aIx are spectively. Also we 

have the sample estimate of TFR as 

TFB = 2 ix, TFR(Q) 
= 5 S6^. 

Here G is a notation used for rates based on grouped data. 

2. Some preliminary results 

Here we give expressions for Bias (ix) 
= 

B(ix), M SE (ix) and E(ix?Ix) (iy?Iy) 
N 

which we shall need later. We notice E(cbx) 
= Bx and E(cfx) 

= Fx where c = ?. 

Hence by expanding by A method for ratio estimators we get the following 
results by neglecting third and higher order terms 

B(ix) = Ix c* 
{^ 

V(fx) 
- 

1rL- 
cm (bx, 

fx)} 
... (2.1) 

MSE(ix) = I* c* 
{ ̂  

V(bx) + -L V(fx) 
-:?r- 

cov (bx, /.)} 
... (2.2) 
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V (fx, fy) \ 
FxFy J 

MV (fx, by) + 
COV (fX, fy) 

FXBy 
(2.3) 

Substituting the expressions for variance and covariance terms we can get the ex 

pressions for B(ix), MSE (ix) and E(ix?Ix) (iy?Iy). We find that B(ix) is non-zero. 

Hence we can give an estimator of B(ix) by estimating Ix by ix and putting unbiassed 

estimators of V(fx), Cov(bxfx) and F\ and FXBX in (2.1). Similarly we can find esti 

mators for MSE(ix) and E(ix?Ix) (iy?Iy) in the usual manner. Since we shall use 

the estimator of Bias for getting corrected or revised estimators we explicitly give 

the expression for B(ix), we also give the estimator of MSE and the estimator of 

the term of the form E(ix?Ix) (iy- Iy). 

3. Estimators of BIAS, MSE and E(ix?Ix) (iy?Iy) 

B(i9) = ij* i 

f (N~n) a F2 (N~n) a W IP 

? S 
Fl+]m^ 

S Fix Fjx i ? ? n{n? 1) ijtj 

(N-n) (N-n) R 

S Bix FiX-\- -^?^ & Bix Fjx 
n(n?l) i *? 

B (5ix) can be obtained by replacing ix by ?ix ; Bix by 5Bix 

Fix by JPix in (3.1). 

Even if age groups are not of 5 years then also similar results hold. 

MSE(ix) = i*c*i 
\ <*??> 

s sfm _gz^- s _ Blx Bjx N(n-l) i *j 

? *-SBL+X =y S BixB 
L 

n i n(n~\) w 
^ 

+ 
iy 

8 Fh (N-n) 

N(n-1) ijij 
8 FfX FjX 

SFl+M^ 
8 Ftx i * 

n(n~l) ijtj 

(N-n) 

F. Sx 

N 
S B\x Fix?~-? S BiX FjX 

i_ Jy(n?i) jjjj_ 

? f 
Bi* 

Fix+~^=W Si 
ix ix 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 
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/\ 
It is not obvious that MSE(?X) is non-negative, hence it is advised that in such 

cases MSE be taken as zero. 

f (N-n) 
' 

(N-n) R 

E(ix-Ix)(iv-Iy) 
= 

ixi^ { 
??-*--_____L.'j*? 

j 
? S Bix Biy-\-?-r? S Bix Bjy 

I 
n i 

* 
n(n?\) ip>} 

(N-n) N(N-n) 

N 
'ft R V + Z__Z_1 Q R F 

(N-n) _ (N-n) ? ? R 
~ir~ f 

#i* 
^?"a^?^?) 4, 

^ ^ 

$ -F?,,. -B?i/+-^t^??T ^ ^?* B}? N_ 
n 7 

* ' -" ' 
?(n-1) ,?, 

(A--n) ? 
p -, (A--1) 1 

^ S F v , ̂ ____i) o F f 1 
? ? 

Ft* Fiv+ i^T) t?, 
?lx F}v 

J 
The details of these derivations are omitted here and are to be found in 

(Bhattacharyya, 1987). 

4. Revised estimates of age specific fertility rates 

Since ix?B(ix) is an unbiased estimator of Ix we propose the estimator 

Ix = 
ix-B(ix) ... (4.1) 

as a revised estimator of Ix. 

We note that 

E(ix 
- 

B(ix)-Ixf 
= 

MSE(ix)-{B(ix)y 

Hence we take 

MSE (?x) 
= 

MSE(ix)-{?(ix)}* ,.. (4.2) 

5. Revised estimator of TER 

We denote the revised estimator b\ subscript c i.e. Revised TFR is denoted 

by TFR, 

Clearly B(TFR) 
= 2 B(ix) ... (5.1) 

Hence TFBC - 
TFR-B(TFR) 

= TFR-2 B(ix) ... (5.2) 

Bl-18 
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For grouped data we get 

TFRc(G) 
= 

TFR(G)-5.m(hix) ... (5.3) 

6. Estimators of the MSE of the revised fertility rates 

Since E(ix-B(ix)-Ix) (iv-B(iv)-Iy) 
= 

E(ix-Ix) (iy-Iy)-B(ix) B(iy) 

we estimate 

E(?a-I.) (?y-Iy) by {?(**-/?) (iy-Iy)-B(ix) ?\iy)}. 

Now 

M8E(TFRe) = E?L IX-ZIX)2 
X X 

= 
HE(?x-lzf + 2. 2 E(?x-Ix) (?y-Iy) x x>y 

= 2 MSE(?a) f 2 2 E(?m-I?) (?y-Iy). x x>y 

Therefore we have the estimators of MSE as follows 

/\ ^\ . . . . 
MSE(TFRC)= XMSE(Ix)+2 2 E(IX-IX) (Iy-Iv) * *>? 

y\ = 2 M8E(it)+2 2 ^-JJ^-JyMS ?(*,)}* a x> y 

= 
XM8E{ix)+2 2 E(ix-Ix)(iv-Iy)-{ByTFR)f. 

... (6.1) 
* *>y 

Similarly 

/\ /\ 
MSE(TFRe)(G) = 25. {H MSE(bix)+2 2 ?f?-AK?-^-^WW * x>y 

... (6.2) 

Since in most case grouping of age is 5 years we mentioned them. But if age grouping 
is not 5 years or even if they are not equal for all groups, results are similar and have 

not been explicitly given here. 

Conclusion 

In this work we have investigated the bias of fertility measures under culster 

sampling scheme. We have proposed corrected estimators and have tried to give 
estimators of their MSEs. We can use the standard probability inequalities of the 

form P(\TFRC-TFR\ <t)> \-MSE 
WFRC) ^ ^^ confidence intervals. 
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